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The hard-working crew of Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction
Site joins up with seven new road-building trucks to finish a
BIG job: a brand-new road! The construction team is taking on
their biggest challenge yet—building a brand-new
superhighway! With the help of new rough-and-tough roadbuilding machines, the crew gears up for an action-packed
day of rolling, building, paving, painting, and all the jobs that
go into making a strong new road that will get everyone home
safe in time for bed! Playful rhyming text from the bestselling
team behind Construction Site on Christmas Night, Three
Cheers for Kid McGear!, and Construction Site Mission:
Demolition! make this thrilling tale of teamwork a must-have
read-aloud for construction fans everywhere. LATEST IN THE
ENORMOUSLY POPULAR SERIES: The Goodnight,
Goodnight, Construction Site series books have become
bedtime staples and modern classics, and its millions of fans
love each book for its tough, can-do trucks and their sweet,
sleepy endings. HOW TO BUILD A ROAD: The process of
putting a new road together is FASCINATING and involves a
whole bunch of special vehicles, who help the original crew
level, grade, flatten, pave, stripe, and open up a new road so
that everyone can get home safe for bedtime! ROLLICKING
READ-ALOUD: Sherri's bouncing, energetic rhymes make for
a tremendously satisfying read-aloud experience, perfect for
the energetic kids who love construction. TEACHES
TEAMWORK: Like Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site,
this series extension emphasizes teamwork, collaboration,
and working together—real-world skills presented to young
readers in a fun, accessible construction-site setting! Perfect
for: Parents, gift-givers, truck and construction enthusiasts
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A historical time travel romance series set in and around
Seattle and Montana in the early 1900s. The first three
bestselling time travel romances of the Train Through Time
Series are now available in a boxed set at a discounted price!
Book 1: A Train Through Time Book 2: Together Forever
Across Time Book 3: A Smile in Time A TRAIN THROUGH
TIME: College teacher Ellie Standish thinks she's on a sleek
modern train heading to a conference on women's studies in
Seattle, but she awakens from a night's doze to find herself on
a bizarre historical train full of late Victorian era reenactors
who refuse to come out of character. When the leader of the
group—one handsome, green-eyed Robert
Chamberlain—finally convinces her the date is indeed 1901, a
skeptical Ellie rejects any eccentric theories of time travel and
presumes she is smack dab in the middle of a very interesting
historical dream. She turns the directorial reins of her dream
over to one smitten and willing Robert, only to realize that
dreams cannot last forever. Someday, she must wake up to
reality, though Ellie no longer has any idea what reality is. She
only knows that Robert must play an important part in her
future. But how can he...if he's only a figment of her
imagination or worse yet...a man who belongs to an era long
past? TOGETHER FOREVER ACROSS TIME: Stephen
Sadler reluctantly attends the Seattle wedding of Robert
Chamberlain to Ellie Standish, the woman who had captured
his interest. There he says goodbye to the woman he thought
he had fallen for. Only a few weeks later while traveling on a
train, Stephen is confronted by the vision of a strange wildhaired woman in a pair of snug-fitting trousers called “jeans”
who claims she doesn’t know where she is or how she came
to be on his train—until she sees the date on the newspaper,
that is. Dani Douglas cannot travel through time! Her mother in
Montana is ill, and she has to get back to her. But the crystal
clear blue eyes of handsome Stephen Sadler hold her captive
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in 1901, and she doesn’t know how to leave him...perhaps
forever. Stephen realizes that Dani and Ellie have much in
common, but where Ellie simply captured his interest, Dani
has captured his imagination and his heart. Unlike Ellie
though, Dani cannot stay, her mother is ill. Stephen doesn’t
know how he can let her leave him...perhaps forever. As the
train hurtles back and forth across the rails, Stephen and Dani
struggle to find a way to be together forever across time. A
SMILE IN TIME: Annie St. John and her sister, Marie, decide
that the three-day train ride from Chicago to Seattle to catch
their Alaskan cruise was a bit too much, and they swear that
next time, they’ll fly. But “a bit too much” doesn’t begin to
describe what they find when they wake up from a short doze
on their sleek modern train. Over a hundred years before,
Rory O’Rourke heads back to Seattle from a photo shoot in
Montana on the Oriental Limited. When a young woman in
tight clothing called ‘capris’ falls into his arms, Rory finds his
hands full with not one, but two young women who claim they
must have traveled back in time. Rory scoffs at the idea, but
his innate chivalry will not allow him to resist the pleas of the
young women for help. Available Now: Finding You in Time,
Book 4 of the Train Through Time Series
A mysterious conductor on the Underground Railroad arrives
late one night on Anna’s doorway in Iowa to deliver freedom
seekers. Although the masked man disappears as quietly as
he came, Anna finds she cannot forget him. Nor can the
conductor forget her, and when slave catchers pursue Anna
and her charges, he returns to rescue them. Love blossoms,
but the advent of the American Civil War soon tears them
apart. Called upon to spy for the Union Army, the conductor
must leave the woman he loves. Can they find each other
again in the chaos and destruction of war? Is love truly
enough to surmount every obstacle?
A Train Through Time Boxed Set Books 1-3Bess McBride
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A Complete YA Time Travel Fantasy Series
Instant Genius
Off The Grid FBI Series Box Set, Books 1-3
Me and Mr. Mephistopheles
Out of Time Series Box Set III
***A 2016 National Parenting Product Awards
(NAPPA) winner You’ve never seen a book like this
before! It’s the story of a train moving across the
American landscape—but with an actual threedimensional miniature train that loops up and down
and across each spread, traveling along an interior
track from front to back without ever leaving the
pages. Move the red steam engine out of the depot
and to the front of the book, where the sun is just
coming up over a bay, and then take a journey across
wide plains, up mountains and down hills, into a city
at night with its beacons of light—and finally, back to
the rail yard. The panoramic landscapes are filled
with marvelous details that young children will
delight in discovering, and the sweet, simple rhyming
language pulls the story along and will be happily
repeated when it’s time to start the journey all over
again. All aboard!
The team behind the #1 New York Times bestseller
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site returns with
another fabulous book for bedtime! The dream train
pulls into the station, and one by one the train cars
are loaded: polar bears pack the reefer car with ice
cream, elephants fill the tanker cars with paints,
tortoises stock the auto rack with race cars, bouncy
kangaroos stuff the hopper car with balls. Sweet and
silly dreams are guaranteed for any budding train
enthusiasts! Plus, this is the fixed format version,
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which will look almost identical to the print version.
Additionally for devices that support audio, this
ebook includes a read-along setting.
This glorious visual celebration of train travel keeps
you on the right track with stop-offs at the most
important and incredible rail routes from all over the
world. Your first stop in The Train Book is the
groundbreaking steam locomotives of the 19th
century and your final destination is the high-speed
bullet trains of today. From the Union-Pacific
Railroad to the Trans-Siberian Railway, you'll cross
the continents to experience epic journeys and
staggering scenery. You'll pick a seat on the most
iconic locomotives, including the Orient Express, the
Blue Train, and the Eurostar. You can also inspect
the engines of famous British trains, such as Rocket,
Mallard, and Javelin, and international trains, such as
India's Palace on Wheels and America's Thatcher
Perkins. You'll meet the true pioneers of train and
track, including "Father of the Railways" George
Stephenson, engineering legend Isambard Kingdom
Brunel, and Métro maestro Fulgence Bienvenüe. For
train-spotters and transport enthusiasts everywhere,
this is your trip of a lifetime.
Few parts of the shores of old England present more
beautiful and romantic scenery than is to be found on
the coast of Cornwall. There are deep bays, and bold
headlands, and wild rocks, and lofty cliffs, and
wooded heights, and bare downs, and yellow sands
full of the most minute and delicate shells, so
delicate that it is surprising how they could have
existed in the rough and boisterous ocean, and been
cast up whole from the depths below. In one of those
beautiful bays, many years ago, a large party was
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collected, on a bright afternoon in the early part of
autumn. Among the party were persons of all ages,
but most of them were young, and all were apparently
very busy. Some were engaged in tending a fire over
which a pot was boiling, and others were collecting
drift-wood thrown up close under the cliff, with which
to feed it.
The Dishonest Duke
Pocket Change for Life
A Time Travel Romance
How to Seize a Dragon's Jewel
Train
Death at the Gazebo
Imagine what it would be like to go back in
time to the 15th century Venice. And imagine
what it would be like to meet your lifelong
hero, Michelangelo. And imagine what it would
be like if, on first meeting, you spill a
tray of pasta and wine on that very same
hero.Well, that's what happens to serious
young artist Mark Breen. As the result of a
drunken bet, Mark knocks out a painting of a
toilet bowl. Much to his amazement, he sells
it. In short order he's hailed as the new
Andy Warhol and becomes an overnight
sensation-and a very wealthy man. Soon,
images of his toilet bowls are on more tshirts, mugs, and calendars than Edvard
Munch's The Scream.His friend and mentor,
Hugh Connelly, afraid that Mark is in danger
of losing his "artistic soul," advises him to
go back to Italy and reacquaint himself with
the "old masters." In Venice, Mark falls in
love with Alexandra, a beautiful art
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restorer, but it's a one-sided affair. One
night, hoping to win her over, he climbs up
on a roof to find out who painted her
favorite fresco. He falls off the roof and
wakes up in 15th century Venice where he
meets an innkeeper named Francesca, who looks
exactly like Alexandra. And it gets curiouser
and curiouser from there. During his staywhich is sometimes zany and sometimes
frightening-he meet his hero, Michelangelo,
who teaches him the true meaning of art.
Minnie and Ben are back for more murder and
mayhem! Minnie Crockwell, recreational
vehicle enthusiast and traveler, and her
ghost companion, Ben, have arrived in sunny
El Paso, Texas, land of cowboy boots and 1000
great Tex-Mex restaurants. One such
restaurant makes the greatest fajitas...ever.
All Minnie wants to do is eat great food
during her stay in El Paso, but there is no
way that Minnie and Ben can get through a
stay in fabulous fajita land without someone
dying an untimely death at the hands of a
killer. Each story in the series can stand
alone, but to avoid extensive repetition of
the backstory, the books would be best read
in order. Book 1 - Trouble at Happy Trails
Book 2 - Trouble at Sunny Lake Book 3 Trouble at Glacier Book 4 - Trouble at Hungry
Lake Book 5 – Trouble at Snake and Clearwater
Book 6 – Trouble in Florence Book 7 – Trouble
in Tombstone Town Book 8 – Trouble in Cochise
Stronghold Book 9 – Trouble in Orange Beach
Book 10 – Trouble at Pelican Penthouse Book
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11 – Trouble at Island Castle Book 12 –
Trouble at Yellowstone Book 13 – Trouble at
Devils Tower Book 14 – Trouble in El Paso
Book 15 – Trouble in Diablo Canyon Book 16 –
Trouble in Santa Fe
Read the books that inspired the How to Train
Your Dragon films! This book will be a hit
with children and adults alike. The story
continues in the tenth volume of Hiccup's How
to Train Your Dragon memoirs. When we last
left Hiccup things were getting very dark
indeed. The Dragon Rebellion has begun.
Snotlout is the new Chief of the Hooligan
Tribe. Stoick has been banished and given the
Slavemark. And Alvin the Treacherous has
EIGHT of the King's Lost Things, and has been
proclaimed the new King of the Wilderwest ...
But what can Hiccup do, now all alone and in
exile, hunted by both humans and dragons? Can
he find the Dragon Jewel, mankind's last and
only hope? And if he does, what will he do
with it? How to Train Your Dragon is now a
major DreamWorks franchise. How to Train Your
Dragon 2 hits cinemas in Summer 2014 starring
Gerard Butler, Cate Blanchett and Jonah Hill
and the TV series, Riders of Berk, can be
seen on CBeebies and Cartoon Network. Check
out www.howtotrainyourdragonbooks.com for
games, downloads, activities and sneak peeks!
Read all about Hiccup and all of your
favourite characters, learn to speak
Dragonese and train your own dragon to do
tricks!
THE AMERICAN EDITION Satan is being
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outsourced. According to the Powers That Be,
Hell isn't hellish enough, and Satan is given
seven days to figure out how to bring back
the fire and brimstone days of Hell's fury.
The Devil takes on human form-a ramshackle,
disease ridden body-and sets out on a road
trip exploring new and novel miseries of the
human condition to save his job. From L.A. to
Miami, Satan, accompanied by Eustice Seeney,
the only man who managed to escape Hell twice
(and live to never shut up about it), some
bent doctors, an average medium femme fatale
with a Tarot tattoo, and an angelic escort
service hit the road. Satan manages to
finagle his way into one mess of life's
affairs after another culminating in an
explosive finale revealing who or what puts
the lighting in our dreams, and begs the
question of who would rid the world of the
Devil they know?
The Treasure Train
(Books 1-3)
Percy
Anna and the Conductor
Trouble in El Paso
Moonlight Wishes in Time
Structophis is a heartwarming YA adventure from the author of
The Book of Deacon, Bypass Gemini, and Free-Wrench. It is based
upon a concept and artwork by ProjectENDO. In a small town in
Colorado, Markus Spiros was just getting his life on track. By day
he worked as a veterinary tech, by night he took classes. His steady
little routine was rolling along nicely when his impulsive Uncle
Dimitrios threw a wrench in the works. Thanks to an unannounced
trip, Markus had to swing by his uncle’s bistro to tend to the
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‘special oven.’ When he arrived, he discovered it wasn’t the oven
that was special, it was the rare and exotic egg that had been
incubating inside it. And now it had hatched. Suddenly, Markus
found his life had become a good deal more complicated. The
creature was a Structophis Gastrignae—a strange creature that
was equal parts dragon and oven—and she’d become quite a big
girl. Large as a refrigerator and curious as a toddler, the creature
he’d dubbed Blodgette would have been a handful in any situation.
Markus had bigger problems than figuring out how to take care of
her, though. Owning such a rare and special beast was illegal, so
should the cops learn of it, Markus would be destined for jail.
Worse, there were certain unscrupulous people who would do
anything to acquire Blodgette. Now, with the help of his old
classmate Gale, Markus must scramble to stay two steps ahead of
the authorities and a corrupt CEO, all while being the best
‘mommy’ he can be to his brand-new pizza dragon.
To be a missionary to Canadian Indians in the late 1800s meant
you had to be brave and relentless. It meant nearly freezing when
sleeping outside in 50-below-zero weather. It meant canoeing
upstream for hundreds of miles to reach remote Indian villages. It
meant eating wild cat and other stranger things, or eating nothing
for days at a time. But it also meant you were privileged to present
the good news of the true Great Spirit to those who were often
misunderstood and mistreated. The adventures in this book are
rivaled only by the incredible conversions of those who saw the
Creator in nature and then worshipped Him too. You will be
challenged and inspired by the results of one man who went where
the Lord led, with little regard for himself.
First in a new cozy mystery series from Minnie Crockwell. Settling
into her new condominium on Mirror Pond in Northern Virginia,
Sallie Chilcoat, a recent widow, wonders what to do with the rest of
her life. She had planned to continue traveling with her military
husband, but his early death leaves her at loose ends. Now, she
stares out the window at the pond and contemplates learning to
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kayak...or taking up painting...or climbing Mount Everest.
Movement in the overwater gazebo catches her eye, and she grabs
up her people-watching binoculars to see a man sitting inside the
gazebo playing an accordion. Curious about the musician who
plays such a rare instrument, Sallie trots down to the pier to
investigate. The term “investigate” takes on a whole new meaning
when Sallie reaches the gazebo to discover not a happy musician,
but a dead body and a missing accordion. Forget climbing Mount
Everest! Sallie finds herself immersed in the mystery of the Death
at the Gazebo.
While doing genealogy research, a college professor runs across a
true example of that most wayward of American existences-the
hobo-in a story of a pair of runaways who hopped the rails,
departing for times and places unknown, with only their
adventurous spirits to guide them. Near his life's end, Percy B.
Gates was a distinguished family man. He'd settled down and
leveled out, but his past was full of adventure. At age thirteen,
Percy and his best friend, Bill, ran off, whisked away from their
homes on railroad tracks. They met a wide cast of characters while
traveling the fifty states, from Wyatt Earp in the Old West to
Teddy Roosevelt down in San Antonio. Bill fought a war, and
Percy barely missed joining Roosevelt's Rough Riders. Eventually,
they became boilermakers on that same railroad and found
themselves in the middle of more than one outburst of union
violence. Their rowdy journey through life ended up as more than
those young runaways could have imagined. This expansive
adventure portrays a classic American story, based on the author's
grandfather's own tales and letters. Leaving a disastrous past
behind, the hobo sets off on his own American dream.
The Definitive Visual History
Maybe This Time Series Box Set
Falling Through Time
A Train Through Time Boxed Set Books 1-3
Dawn
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Steam Train, Dream Train

Near the end of the American Civil War,
the Confederate Treasury gives Special
Agent Patrick Graham a vital mission.
His main assignment: stop a counterfeit
ring headed by the notorious Adolphus
Roads in Augusta, Georgia. Then the
Confederate treasury arrives by
railroad with Union raiders in hot
pursuit! Unfortunately, Patrick finds
more than he bargains for on this
mission -- a cunning nemesis, a
treasure that must be protected, and a
beautiful distraction he can't resist.
The nights are hotter in Los Angeles
From Jolie Moore, the author of crazy,
beautiful love stories come hot and
sexy romances that will take you on an
emotional roller coaster ride which are
sure to make your toes curl and give
you all the feels. This box set
features: MAYBE BABY (Book 1) Divorced
and done with her dry spell, Holly
Prentice is ready to get back in the
game. At six years her junior, Nick
Andreis is a perfect stand in for Mr.
Right as Mr. Right Now. Will Holly’s
unexpected pregnancy change the rules
of the game? Or can they both decide to
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play for keeps? MAYBE HIM (Book 2)
There are only two things Sophie Reid
doesn’t do: lawyers and sex. When sexy
lawyer Ryan Becker waltzes into her
life, he persuades her to pursue their
attraction. But a Hollywood union
strikes and Ryan and Sophie find
themselves on opposite sides of the
bargaining table. Can their sparks in
the bedroom overcome their standoff in
the boardroom? MAYBE AGAIN (Book 3)
After he married Jessie Morales,
Cameron Becker made a solemn vow: Once
mine, always mine. Years later, Cameron
still holds fast to this belief, even
though he and Jessie are legally
separated. When a natural disaster
brings them together, Cam is poised to
get his wife back. But will Jessie
choose family and career over love a
second time? MAYBE NOW (Book 4)
Globetrotting cartoonist Zoe Andreis
comes to Los Angeles to help her father
recover from a serious medical scare.
When she meets bus driver Max Kiss she
is forced rethink the meaning of home.
MAYBE YOU (Book 5) The virgin movie
star, the contractor who can’t resist
her, and the explosive secrets that
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could destroy their relationship before
it gets started.
This box set contains three complete
novels: Books 1-3 of the Out of Time
Series. Don't miss books 4-10,
including the brand new REVOLUTION IN
TIME, also available on Google Play!
Out of Time: A Time Travel Mystery
(Book #1) Mystery, romance and
adventure... Professor Simon Cross has
spent his life searching for evidence
of vampires and avoiding emotional
entanglements. When a mysterious
accident transports Simon and his
assistant, Elizabeth West, back in
time, Simon finally finds both the
proof that he's been looking for, and
the romance that he hasn't. Simon and
Elizabeth's developing relationship is
tested by demons real and imagined. In
1920s Manhattan, there are more than
mobsters vying for power in the city's
speakeasies. When the local kingpin
with a dark secret sets his sights on
Elizabeth, day to day struggles become
a fight for their very lives. When the
Walls Fell (Book #2) Professor Simon
Cross and his assistant Elizabeth West
have returned from their accidental
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journey into the past and are adjusting
to their new life together as a couple.
But an unwanted visit from the Council
for Temporal Studies could change
everything. A murder in the past is
changing the future, and if the killing
isn't stopped, Simon Cross might never
be born. When they arrive in 1906 San
Francisco, Elizabeth and Simon have no
idea who wants Victor Graham dead or
how it will happen. With the earthquake
that leveled most of the city just days
away, the race to save Graham thrusts
them into a complex mystery of jealousy
and revenge where murder might be the
least of their worries. Fragments (Book
#3) Simon & Elizabeth are back in book
#3 of the Out of Time Series! Professor
Simon Cross and his assistant,
Elizabeth West, thought their time
traveling days were over. That's before
they stumble across a World War II
photograph -- with missing time
traveler, Evan Eldridge, injured and in
desperate need of help. They find Evan
in 1942 London, ill and not quite sure
what's happened. He remembers only one
thing with crystal clarity -- the
whereabouts of an artifact Hitler
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believes can win the war. That's
information every Nazi spy in the
country would kill to know. As if
saving Evan and surviving war-torn
England weren't enough, the outcome of
the war hinges on Simon and Elizabeth
finding Evan's artifact before the
Nazis do. But time is running out: for
them, for London, for the world. Be
sure not to miss the rest of the Out of
Time Series including: The Devil's Due
(Book #4) Thursday's Child (Book #5)
The Sands of Time (Book #6) A Rip In
Time (Book #7) A Time of Shadows (Book
#8) Voyage in Time: The Titanic (Book
#9) Revolution in Time (Book #10) Sign
up for Monique's newsletter so you
don't miss an adventure! moniquemartin.
weebly.com/contact--newsletter.html
Time travel romance, mystery, fantasy,
romance, paranormal, historical, time
travel, historical fantasy, san
francisco, new york, london, victorian,
ww2, turn of the century, 1920s
Pocket Change is a book of wisdom
accumulated through life's challenges
to make you think. The choices we make
are not only crucial to our lives, but
to others as well. For this reason
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alone, we should be considerate of each
other. We many times question our
existence because of the strenuous task
we encounter. One thing to remember is
every problem has a solution. We must
always search ourselves for error, that
we may keep an open mind to the truth.
This is the responsibility of life. As
one needs pocket change for a parking
meter or a telephone call, wisdom is
needed as well as knowledge.
Trouble at Devils Tower
The Adventures of Sharing the Gospel
with Canadian Indians (Updated Edition.
Includes Original Illustrations.)
Back to Venice
Waiting on a Train
Out of Time Series Box Set
With You Always (Orphan Train Book #1)
Aurora Morrison, small town librarian, scrimped and
saved for a tour of Britain. Immediately upon arrival,
she heads to Kensington Gardens for a picnic lunch
under the shade of a maple tree bearing the initials
of some long-forgotten lovers. Exhausted from the
long flight to London, she falls asleep and wakes to
find herself somehow thrust back in time to 1902.
Jonathan Saunders, a wealthy Edwardian
businessman, finds her and takes the dazed and
confused woman under his wing, introducing her to
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his family and friends as an American cousin. How
can Aurie help but fall in love with this handsome
man of a bygone era? And how can she find her way
home to her own time? Newly engaged Jonathan
Saunders is fascinated by this mysteriously lost and
confused American woman and vows to protect her.
When Aurie decides to pursue her original
plan--touring the British Isles--Jonathan follows her
across England and Wales, his fiancee hot on his
heels. He knows he can't have it all, but he doesn't
want it all. He just wants Aurora.
Book Four of the best-selling Train Through Time
series, a historical time travel romance series set in
and around Seattle, Spokane, Wenatchee and
Montana in the early 1900s. Nathan Carpenter has
lost the woman he loves...on a train...to another
time. He has lost everything, even himself as he
cannot find a way to return to his own time...to 1906.
Amanda Cartwright can’t remember the stranger
who accosts her on a train one fateful night, though
he says they were engaged to be married...in
another time...over 100 years ago. Time and the
fates seem to conspire to keep Nathan and Amanda
apart. Is their love strong enough to find each other
in time? Also available: A Train Through Time, Book
1 of the Train Through Time Series Together
Forever Through Time, Book 2 of the Train Through
Time Series A Smile in Time, Book 3 of the Train
Through Time Series Train Through Time Series
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Boxed Set (Books 1-3)
Book One in the bestselling Train Through Time
Series, a historical time travel romance series set in
and around Seattle in the early 1900s. Also available
in a boxed set, the Train Through Time Series Boxed
Set, Books 1-3. College teacher Ellie Standish thinks
she's on a sleek modern train heading to a
conference on women's studies in Seattle, but she
awakens from a night's doze to find herself on a
bizarre historical train full of late Victorian era
reenactors who refuse to come out of character.
When the leader of the group—handsome, greeneyed Robert Chamberlain—finally convinces her the
date is indeed 1901, a skeptical Ellie rejects any
eccentric theories of time travel and presumes she is
smack dab in the middle of a very interesting
historical dream. She turns the directorial reins of her
dream over to the smitten and willing Robert, only to
realize that dreams cannot last forever. Someday,
she must wake up to reality, though Ellie no longer
has any idea what reality is. She only knows that
Robert must play an important part in her future. But
how can he...if he's only a figment of her imagination
or worse yet...a man who belongs to an era long
past? "Fantastic Review! Bess McBride brings the
past to life in her fabulous rendition of a time travel
story where love conquers all...You don't want to
miss Bess McBride's perfectly titled, completely
engaging, attention grabbing work." Writers and
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Readers of Distinctive Fiction Together Forever
Across Time, Book Two of the Train Through Time
Series, available now. A Smile in Time, Book Three
of the Train Through Time Series, available now.
Train Through Time Series Boxed Set Books 1-3,
available now.
When Molly Hamilton and her sister embark on a
genealogical ancestral research journey through the
Midwest, she never expected to buy a 100-year-old
Victorian house in the middle of a cornfield and fall in
love with the house’s owner...the original owner,
that is. Darius Ferguson has no idea how he has
come to present day Iowa. The last thing he knew,
the year was 1880, and he had just buried his
fiancee, who happens to look exactly like Molly. In
spite of being drawn to him, Molly thinks Darius is
just a little bit unhinged. Darius wonders if he died
and didn’t cross over. Both of them wonder if he if
time travel is possible. If it is, will love be enough to
build a future together?
Construction Site: Road Crew, Coming Through!
Trouble in Santa Fe
Forever Beside You in Time
Out of Time Series Box Set II
Aquarian
How to Think Like a Genius to Be One Instantly!
Time, worlds, and hearts collide in the fourth and
final book of Nancy Scanlon's mesmerizing timetravel Romance series, perfect for fans of Diana
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Gabaldon, and filled with "angst and simmering
sensuality." (Publishers Weekly) From the day
the Fates made him the warrior to train and lead
a group of time-traveling clansmen, Reilly
O'Malley has gone into every battle, verbal or
physical, certain of victory. Protector of the
O'Rourke clan, knight in shining armor—he has
the full confidence of a man who knows he will
live forever. But what about love? Gwendolyn
Allen has been in love with Reilly since she met
him more than a decade ago, but he's shown no
interest in her other than friendship. She's
decided it's finally time for her to move on with
her life, but the Fates have a different idea...
When the pair find themselves together for three
weeks prior to a wedding, the Fates finally
decide to step in. They give Reilly a taste of what
his life would be like without their protection,
and suddenly everything Reilly knows is shaken
to its core. When his otherworldly abilities begin
to fall through time, Reilly may have to trust in
something other than fate. He might just have to
trust in love.
Minnie and Ben are back for more murder and
mayhem! Minnie Crockwell, recreational vehicle
enthusiast and traveler, and her ghost
companion, Ben, are heading north toward
Colorado with a side trip to the Diablo Canyon
Guest Ranch in northwest New Mexico. Beautiful
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scenery, private cabins, picnics and cookouts,
guided horseback trail rides...what's not to like?
One victim will tell you...if they were still
speaking. Minnie wanted a vacation, but murder
and mayhem take no vacations. Each story in the
series can stand alone, but to avoid extensive
repetition of the backstory, the books would be
best read in order. Book 1 - Trouble at Happy
Trails Book 2 - Trouble at Sunny Lake Book 3 Trouble at Glacier Book 4 - Trouble at Hungry
Lake Book 5 – Trouble at Snake and Clearwater
Book 6 – Trouble in Florence Book 7 – Trouble in
Tombstone Town Book 8 – Trouble in Cochise
Stronghold Book 9 – Trouble in Orange Beach
Book 10 – Trouble at Pelican Penthouse Book 11
– Trouble at Island Castle Book 12 – Trouble at
Yellowstone Book 13 – Trouble at Devils Tower
Book 14 – Trouble in El Paso Book 15 – Trouble
in Diablo Canyon Book 16 – Trouble in Santa Fe
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens.
They’re not real. But when a handsome swimmer
climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour from
her summer destination, the worlds of fantasy
and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island
has no mall, no social scene, and no action. But
it does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless
islanders, and a secret as astonishing as a
mermaid’s tale… Before the summer is through,
Killian will find the truth of her family’s
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past…and the role she is destined to play in a
centuries-old curse.
A new Regency historical romance from Bess
McBride! Miss Margaret Chandler, daughter of a
wealthy Hertfordshire landowner, has no
particular prospects or desire for marriage. Her
father’s estate is entailed to a nephew, and upon
her father’s death, Margaret has settled plans to
keep house for her cousin, who does not care for
the country. The only man who could possibly
capture her heart is the married Duke of
Momford, whose French duchess is trapped in
Paris during the war with Napoleon. Margaret is
appalled at her scandalous romantic yearnings
for the duke. Even more shocking is that her
feelings may be reciprocated. Foolish dreams
notwithstanding, scrupulous and honest
Margaret must come to terms with the dishonest
duke.
Life As a Runaway and Hobo
A Train Through Time
A Journey Through the Pages Book
By Canoe and Dog Train
A Wagon Train Weekend
(Books 4-6)
Get ready for a thrilling romantic ride with three
complete romantic suspense novels from the FBI
series by #1 NYT Author Barbara Freethy
PERILOUS TRUST "A non-stop thriller that
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seamlessly melds jaw-dropping suspense with
sizzling romance, and I was riveted from the first
page to the last." USA Today HEA Blog It was one
dark night that brought Damon Wolfe and Sophie
Parker together. They were two tortured souls,
looking for escape, and they weren't supposed to
see each other ever again… Four years later,
Sophie's FBI father, who is also Damon's mentor,
is killed in a suspicious car crash after leaving
Sophie a cryptic message to trust no one from the
agency. When Damon shows up looking for her,
she isn't sure if he's friend or enemy, but she
knows he could easily rip apart what is left of her
heart. The last thing Damon wants is to get
involved with Sophie again. It was hard enough to
walk away the first time. But she's in trouble, her
father's reputation is under attack, and the lives
of his fellow agents are at stake if there's a traitor
in their midst. When someone starts shooting at
them, they have no choice but to go on the run
and off the grid. Everyone in their world becomes
a suspect. They want to uncover the truth, but
will it turn out to be the last thing they expect?
Proving her father's innocence might just cost
them their hearts…and their lives… RECKLESS
WHISPER "This story has so many twists and turns
that I read it in one sitting...a must read for
everyone, I don't want to ruin anything, so I will
just say...WOW" Booklovers Anonymous Blog FBI
Special Agent Bree Adams has a personal secret,
something she has managed to keep hidden for
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the past ten years-at least she always thought
so… But a chance encounter on a train, and
whispered words of chilling consequence change
everything. Is the truth about to come out or is
someone playing with her mind and her life?
Nathan Bishop knew Bree when she was a street
kid like him. Their dark past once put him in her
debt, and he had to pay up. The last thing he
wants to do is help her again. He has a new life
now—a life he could lose with one wrong move.
But the beautiful Bree is desperate—how can he
walk away? To get to the truth, protect innocent
lives and their own, they'll have to fight their way
through the past, as danger stalks their every
move, and heartbreaking choices must be made.
DESPERATE PLAY "Words cannot explain how
phenomenal this book was. The characters are so
believable and relatable. The twists and turns
keep you on the edge of your seat and flying
through the pages. This is one book you should be
desperate to read." Caroline Special Agent Wyatt
Tanner has always worked undercover. He thrives
in the dark of the night. He survives by turning
himself into someone else. But living so long in
the shadows can make a man forget who he
really is. When people start dying, when he finds
blood on his own hands, he questions the choices
he has made, the people he is with. Can he find
his way back to the light? Can he trust the
beautiful woman who needs his help? Or does she
also have a secret life? He'll have to make one
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desperate play to find out… Don't miss this pageturning, heart-stopping romantic suspense
collection by #1 New York Times Bestselling
Author Barbara Freethy Check out other books in
the series! Perilous Trust #1 Reckless Whisper #2
Desperate Play #3 Elusive Promise #4 Dangerous
Choice #5 Ruthless Cross #6 Critical Doubt #7
Fearless Pursuit #8 Daring Deception #9 Risky
Bargain #10 Perfect Target #11
*** LIMITED-TIME SALE ON ALL OUT OF TIME BOX
SETS *** This box set contains 3 complete novels:
Books 4-6 of the Out of Time Series. The Devil's
Due (Book #4) Time travelers Simon and
Elizabeth return in book four of the Out of Time
series. Simon and Elizabeth's plans for their
honeymoon are interrupted when they discover a
list of unfinished business hidden in Simon's
grandfather's journal. Picking up where
Grandfather Sebastian left off, Simon and
Elizabeth, along with Jack Wells, travel to
glamorous 1933 Hollywood to save the life of
movie star Alan Grant. But the Golden Age of
Hollywood is more than parties and premieres.
Behind the bright lights and bigger-than-life
contracts, shadows lurk and no one is what they
seem. It's a place where people will do anything
for fame and fortune. And if Simon and Elizabeth
fail, more than a man's life might be lost.
Thursday's Child (Book #5) The Crosses -renowned Professor of the Occult Simon and
irrepressible Elizabeth -- set off on their latest
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time traveling adventure. Leaving Jack behind to
nurse his broken heart, the couple travels to 1852
Natchez, Mississippi to help the next person on
grandfather Sebastian's list, Mary Stewart.
There's just one problem. Little Mary Stewart, just
8 years old, died two days ago. Mary's spirit
cannot rest until Simon and Elizabeth solve the
mystery of both her life and death. But Mary
cannot speak, and there are those who are willing
to kill to keep the past buried Simon and
Elizabeth discover first-hand that dark secrets in
the Antebellum South hide pasts murkier than the
river bottom and twice as dangerous. Sands of
Time (Book #6) The Crosses--high-spirited
Elizabeth and her brilliant Professor of the Occult
husband, Simon--find themselves, along with Jack
Wells, in 1920 Cairo on a special assignment for
the Council for Temporal Studies. It seems like a
simple enough mission---find a missing pocket
watch and bring it back to the present. The only
problem is, they're not the only ones looking.
With danger lurking around every corner, Simon
and Elizabeth race against a shadowy foe who is
after far more than just a watch. The price for
success this time just might be their lives. Books
in the Out of Time Series: Out of Time: A Time
Travel Mystery (Book #1) When the Walls Fell
(Book #2) Fragments (Book #3) The Devil's Due
(Book #4) Thursday's Child (Book #5) Sands of
Time (Book #6) A Rip in Time (Book #7) A Time of
Shadows (Book #8) Voyage in Time: The Titanic
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(Book #9) Revolution in Time (Book #10) Time
travel romance, mystery, fantasy, romance,
paranormal, historical, time travel, historical
fantasy, 1930s, Hollywood, Civil War, Mississippi,
Cairo Egypt, 1920s
During the tumultuous year of 2008--when gas
prices reached $4 a gallon, Amtrak set ridership
records, and a commuter train collided with a
freight train in California--journalist James
McCommons spent a year on America's trains,
talking to the people who ride and work the rails
throughout much of the Amtrak system.
Organized around these rail journeys, Waiting on
a Train is equal parts travel narrative, personal
memoir, and investigative journalism. Readers
meet the historians, railroad executives,
transportation officials, politicians, government
regulators, railroad lobbyists, and passenger-rail
advocates who are rallying around a simple
question: Why has the greatest railroad nation in
the world turned its back on the very form of
transportation that made modern life and mobility
possible? Distrust of railroads in the nineteenth
century, overregulation in the twentieth, and
heavy government subsidies for airports and
roads have left the country with a skeletal
intercity passenger-rail system. Amtrak has
endured for decades, and yet failed to prosper
owing to a lack of political and financial support
and an uneasy relationship with the big,
remaining railroads. While riding the rails,
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McCommons explores how the country may move
passenger rail forward in America--and what role
government should play in creating and funding
mass-transportation systems. Against the
backdrop of the nation's stimulus program, he
explores what it will take to build high-speed
trains and transportation networks, and when the
promise of rail will be realized in America.
Coming of Age Portal Fiction Adventure Series USA Today Bestselling Science Fantasy Author
Demons, Gods and Curiosities. Follow Gabrielle
back in time as she unravels history's darkest
secrets, if she can make it out alive that is. When
Gabrielle moves to the small town of Envisage,
she finds herself drawn to a hidden antique shop
and its mysterious owner. A strange gift sends
Gabrielle back in time, placing her in the middle
of an epic battle between good and evil, where
she’s unraveling history’s darkest secrets. But
when demons appear, can Gabrielle fight to
maintain the balance or will her life become a
living nightmare. This boxed set contains all 4
books in the award winning Gabrielle's Adventure
Through Time series as well as a 2 chapter
preview of the first book in the Hall of Doors
series, Webley and The World Machine. If you
enjoy an adventurous time travel novel steeped
in Druid lore with a kick ass heroin, then this
series is definitely for you! The Curious Tale of
Gabrielle: All Gabrielle wanted was to sell the last
remaining piece of her father so she could pay
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the bills. But When her mom moves them to the
small town of Envisage, Gabrielle finds herself
drawn to a hidden antique shop and its
mysterious owner. A strange gift sends Gabrielle
back in time, placing her in the middle of an epic
battle between good and evil, where she's
unraveling histories darkest secrets. But when
demons appear, can Gabrielle fight to keep her
dream adventure, or will her life become a living
nightmare? Gabrielle and The Hounds of Arawn:
In this gripping sequel, Gabrielle is sent back to
revolutionary France with more questions than
answers. But with even more demons hunting her
down, Gabrielle must fight to get to the bottom of
this puzzle before Arawn finds a way to kill her.
When Morrigan appears, Gabrielle finds herself in
the middle of a much bigger battle than she could
have imagined. Can she take on the past and unseen evil or will she succumb to Arawn's threats?
Gabrielle and The War of The Gods: In her new
life, Gabrielle is living in one of the darkest times
in American history: running a safe house for the
Underground Railroad. But with threats around
every corner, Gabrielle finds it difficult to focus on
her goal: take down Arawn. Arawn is done playing
games. With every soul, his power grows. And
desperation makes him even more dangerous.
When the god of hell discovers Gabrielle's
weakness he will stop at nothing to take her
down. Gabrielle is going to have to use every
ounce of her power if she's going to survive.
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Gabrielle and Arawn's Penance: Gabrielle is
thrown into the middle of Germany during World
War II. But it's not the Nazis she's after. When
Gabrielle learns that Arawn is pulling the strings,
she becomes the hunter. Determined to finally
take down the god of the underworld, Gabrielle
teams up with some of the world's most
dangerous killers. Is Gabrielle strong enough to
battle a god? Or will death finally catch up to her?
*** Keywords: fantasy books series, fantasy
books, fantasy, fantasy stories, paranormal
fantasy books, fantasy series, series books, portal
book, portal stories, portal story, mythology,
paranormal fantasy books, gods and goddesses,
strong women, Bestselling Young Adult Fantasy
Series, Coming-of-age, Science Fantasy, Action
Adventure, Portal Fantasy, books for teens, books
for girls, YA reader, best book, time travel series,
completed series, completed fantasy series
Structophis
(Books 7-9)
The Gabrielle's Adventure Through Time Series
Boxed Set
(The Complete Series)
In the Time of Famine
Adrift in a Boat
In 1845 a blight of unknown origin
destroyed the potato crop in Ireland
triggering a series of events that would
change forever the course of Ireland's
history. The British government called the
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famine an act of God. The Irish called it
genocide. By any name the famine caused
the death of over one million men, women,
and children by starvation and disease.
Another two million were forced to flee the
country. With the famine as a backdrop, this
is a story about two families as different as
coarse wool and fine silk. Michael Ranahan,
the son of a tenant farmer, dreams of
breaking his bondage to the land and going
to America. The passage money has been
saved. He's made up his mind to go. And
then-the blight strikes and Michael must
put his dream on hold. The landlord, Lord
Somerville, is a compassionate man who
struggles to preserve a way of life without
compromising his ideals. To add to his
troubles, he has to deal with a recalcitrant
daughter who chafes at being forced to live
in a country of "bog runners."In The Time Of
Famine is a story of survival. It's a story of
duplicity. But most of all, it's a story of love
and sacrifice.
Book 16 in the Will Travel for Trouble series
of cozy mysteries. Minnie and Ben are back
for more murder and mayhem! Minnie
Crockwell, recreational vehicle enthusiast
and traveler, and her ghost companion, Ben,
overnight in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Stubbing her toe in the cramped trailer for
what she swears is the absolute last time,
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she delays their departure and heads off to
the nearest RV dealership determined to
find something roomier, or at least less
dangerous to the health of her feet! But
death seems to follow Minnie and Ben
everywhere they go, even RV shopping. How
does a woman choose an RV when one of the
upgrades is a dead body? Minnie puts
shopping on hold as she focuses on
discovering the truth about the Trouble in
Santa Fe. Each story in the series can stand
alone, but to avoid extensive repetition of
the backstory, the books would be best read
in order. Book 1 - Trouble at Happy Trails
Book 2 - Trouble at Sunny Lake Book 3 Trouble at Glacier Book 4 - Trouble at
Hungry Lake Book 5 – Trouble at Snake and
Clearwater Book 6 – Trouble in Florence
Book 7 – Trouble in Tombstone Town Book 8
– Trouble in Cochise Stronghold Book 9 –
Trouble in Orange Beach Book 10 – Trouble
at Pelican Penthouse Book 11 – Trouble at
Island Castle Book 12 – Trouble at
Yellowstone Book 13 – Trouble at Devils
Tower Book 14 – Trouble in El Paso Book 15
– Trouble in Diablo Canyon Book 16 –
Trouble in Santa Fe
A Riveting Look at the Orphan Train from
Historical Novelist Jody Hedlund When a
financial crisis in 1850s New York leaves
three orphaned sisters nearly destitute, the
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oldest, Elise Neumann, knows she must take
action. She's had experience as a
seamstress, and the New York Children's Aid
Society has established a special service:
placing out seamstresses and trade girls.
Even though Elise doesn't want to leave her
sisters for a job in Illinois, she realizes this
may be their last chance. The son of one of
New York City's wealthiest entrepreneurs,
Thornton Quincy faces a dilemma. His father
is dying, and in order to decide which of his
sons will inherit everything, he is requiring
them to do two things in six months: build a
sustainable town along the Illinois Central
Railroad, and get married. Thornton is tired
of standing in his twin brother's shadow and
is determined to win his father's challenge.
He doesn't plan on meeting a feisty young
woman on his way west, though.
The Instant-Series Presents "Instant Genius"
How to Think Like a Genius to Be One
Instantly! When you hear the word "genius"
- what immediately pops into your mind?
Perhaps, people like Albert Einstein, Isaac
Newton, Leonardo da Vinci, and Thomas
Edison just to name a few. What did all
these folks have? What was the common
factor that made them a genius? And is
possible for you to also be like them? Now
what is a genius? Geniuses are, first and
foremost, extraordinary individuals... They
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are always somewhat ahead of their time,
and their contributions to the world have
shaped society into what we know it as of
today with all the remarkable fleets of
advanced achievements unheard of in the
past - just look at how far we have come with
modern medicine, science, technologies, etc.
And geniuses have helped mankind evolved
into more intelligent beings - pushing us to
all strive for even greater possibilities. So
how to become a genius? The widelyaccepted notion is...you're either born with a
genius IQ or not; however, being a genius
has less to do with your level of intelligence.
Everybody has their own form of genius. The
key is how to unlock that inner genius of
yours. Within "Instant Genius": * How to
easily create a custom "genius trigger
button" step-by-step, so you can activate it
to turn on your full-intellectual mental
capacity at will, at anywhere, and at
anytime. * How to channel your inner genius
through the power of your subconscious
mind, by doing the "subconscious selfsession" technique to open doors to new
ways of thinking. * How to use personalized
"visual mental imprints" as your sources of
inspirations and motivations to spark your
creative genius to generate unlimited
innovative ideas. * How to develop genius
reflexes to handle any complex problem and
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come up with ingenious solution to have
people look up to you, always wanting to
hear what you have to say. * How to optimize
your mind to work in relentless genius mode
with full concentration and inexhaustible
energy where obstacles no longer exist,
through an in-depth "4-stages process" you
can implement whenever you want. * Plus,
custom practical "how-to" strategies,
techniques, applications and exercises on
how to think like a genius. ...and much
more. All of us has the potential to be our
own geniuses. You just only need to be
guided on how to unleash that genius brain
power within you - to finally realize what
you're truly capable of. You will be amazed
and even surprised yourself.
Across the Winds of Time
Finding You in Time
Trouble in Diablo Canyon
The Embattled Future of Passenger Rail
Service
Book One of the bestselling Moonlight Wishes in Time
series, a historical time travel romance series set in
England's late Regency/Georgian era Mattie Crockwell
spends her evenings with the man of her dreams, Lord
Ashton of Sinclair House. That he is a character in her
historical Georgian romance novel is her little secret.
She’s read the same out-of-print book every night for
months, anticipating the moment when she settles in for
sleep and dreams of the passionate embrace of Lord
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Ashton. But sleep eludes her one night, and she can’t
find her way to her dreams and Lord Ashton. A full moon
compels her to wish...for a real live man like Lord
Ashton. William Sinclair of Ashton House, escapes from
one of his mother’s interminable matchmaking dinners
one night and steps into the garden to wish on the moon
for he knows not what. A woman who can love him and
not his fortune? Mattie and William have no idea that
wishing on the moon at the same time for the same thing
has consequences, but they soon discover that a full
moon will grant them their heart’s desire when Mattie
finds herself with the man of her dreams...in 1825. Can
Mattie survive life in the Georgian era? If not, can William
bear to let her return to her own time? Available Now:
Under an English Moon, Book Two of the Moonlight
Wishes in Time series Coming 2014: Book Three of the
Moonlight Wishes in Time series
Minnie and Ben are back for more murder and mayhem!
Minnie Crockwell, recreational vehicle enthusiast and
traveler, and her ghost companion, Ben, are heading to
Devils Tower. The massive monolith dominating the
Wyoming landscape is the stuff of legends...and
mysteries. One such mystery finds Minnie and Ben
before than they find him. A little green man/alien leads
them on a merry chase to solve the Trouble at Devils
Tower. Each story in the series can stand alone, but to
avoid extensive repetition of the backstory, the books
would be best read in order. Book 1 - Trouble at Happy
Trails Book 2 - Trouble at Sunny Lake Book 3 - Trouble
at Glacier Book 4 - Trouble at Hungry Lake Book 5 –
Trouble at Snake and Clearwater Book 6 – Trouble in
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Florence Book 7 – Trouble in Tombstone Town Book 8 –
Trouble in Cochise Stronghold Book 9 – Trouble in
Orange Beach Book 10 – Trouble at Pelican Penthouse
Book 11 – Trouble at Island Castle Book 12 – Trouble at
Yellowstone Book 13 – Trouble at Devils Tower Book 14
– Trouble in El Paso Book 15 – Trouble in Diablo Canyon
Book 16 – Trouble in Santa Fe
It was just one night at an old seaside B&B. Until they
woke up in 1857.Collette Donaldson never should have
taken her boyfriend to her cousin's wedding. Or
introduced him to her parents. After a disastrous
weekend, all she wants is to get back home and sort out
the mess that had once been her relationship. A
heartbreaking fight, a flat tire, and an inconvenient storm
leave her and Seth no other option than to stay the night
at a quaint bed-and-breakfast. But when Collette finds an
antique photograph of herself, circumstances quickly
shift from weird to unimaginable. Seth Stone was ready
to propose. Now he isn't sure he even has a relationship.
Circumstances are bad enough when he has to spend
the night in a creepy old Victorian inn, but they get far
worse when he wakes up on a wagon train in 1857. As
Seth tries to figure out how to get them home to the
present, he realizes that the only way to survive this
strange past is by facing their own.
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